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146. Note on a Theorem for Metrizability

By Jun-iti NAGATA
Department of Mathematics, Osaka City University

(Comm. by K. KUNU(.I, M.J.A., Dec. 12, 1957)

In the present note, we shall apply the previous metrization
theorem to an open problem and shall prove the metrizability of a
T-space X satisfying the following condition of T. Inagaki:2

For every point p of X, we can assign a nbd (=neighborhood)
basis [ Vn(P) n= 1, 2... such that

I) for every p eX and n, there exists m-a(p, n) such that
p V(q) implies V(q) V(p),

II) for every p X and n, there exists 1--(p, n) such that q Vt(p)
implies p V(q).

Theorem. In order that a T-space X is metrizable it is necessary
and sufficient that X satisfies the above condition.

Proof. Since the necessity is clear, we prove only the sufficiency.

1. First, we remark that we can assume, without loss of gener-
ality, that m<n implies V(p)Vn(p) for every p e X; otherwise we have
the fulfilment of the condition by replacing V(p) with V(p)... Vn(P).

2. For every p eX and n, we can choose k--7(p,n), such that
q Vk(P) implies p V,(q) V(p) for m--a(p, n).

To show this, let m--o(p, n), k--(p, m)--/(p, n). Then q Vk(p)
implies p V(q) V,(p) by I) and II).

3. For every p eX and n, there exist nbds M,(p) and M(p) of
p such that q -Vn(P) implies M(p)M(q)---.

We let k--/(p, n), 1--(p, n), k’--/(p, /);
V(p) M(p), V,(p) M(p).

Now, let q V(p), r M(p)M(q) .
Then in the case of m--a(p, n)a(q, l)=m’,) we have

q V,(r) V,(r) V(p)
from 2, which contradicts q V(p).

In the case of m-- a(p, n):>a(q, 1)-- m’, we have
p Y(r) Y,,(r) Y,(q),
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which contradicts q V,.(p)by II). Therefore we conclude M(p)
M(q)--.

4. For every p e X and n, there exist nbds N(p) and N(p) such
that q e N(p) implies N(q) U,(p) S(p, ), where ,-- V,(x) x X}.

To show this, we let
j-/(p, n)--Max (a(p, n), 7(P, n)).

Then we see from 2 that p eV(q) implies V(q)V(p) and that
q V(p) implies V(q) V(p). Next, we let

N(p)-S(p, ), where -[V(x)[j=,’(x, n), xeX},
N(p)- V(p), where J-7’(P, n). If q e N(p), then there exists x eX
satisfying p, q V(x), j=7’(x, n).

In the case of j=/(x, n)/(q, n)-j’, we have
N(q)-- V.(q) Y(q) V(x)

from q e V(x). Since p e V(x) is clear, this implies
U(p)-S(p, ) V(x)_ N(q).

In the case of j=7’(x, n);>__/(q, n)=f, we have
p V (q)

from q V,(x). Hence U,(p)--S(p, n) V(q), and hence
N(q)-- V,(q) V(q) U(p).

5. Using the result of 3, we let--[M,(x) Ix X}; S(p, )- T(p), M(p)-- T(p).
Then q-Un(P) (-S(p, )) implies T(q)T(p)--d. Using the result
of 4, we let

S(p) N(p) T(p), S,(p)-N(p) T(p).
Then we have nbds U(p), S(p), S(p) for every point p of X such
that

i) {U(p) In=l, 2...] is a nbd basis of p,
ii) q -U(p) implies S,(q)S,(p)-,

iii) q S(p) implies S(q) U(p).
Therefore we conclude the metrizability of X by our previous
theorem.)

Corollary. In order that a T-space X is metrizable it is neces-
sary and sucient that we can assign a sequence { V(p) n-- 1, 2...

of nbds of every point p of X such that V(p)) S(A, )--A)

for every subset A of X, where -- Vn(P) P e X].
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Let X be a T-space satisfying

this condition and let U(p) be an arbitrary nbd of an arbitrary point
p of X, then pX--U(p). Hence p-S(X-U(p), n) for some n, i.e.
S(p, ) U(p). Hence { V(p) n---- 1, 2.-. is a nbd basis of p. Since

4) S(p,fn)={V[pVe!n}.
5) Loc. cir.
6) S(A, n)=’{ V] VA:, Ve
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V(p) is a nbd of p, we can assign m-o(p, n) such that S(p, ,)
Vn(p). Then p V,(q) implies V(q) V,(p).

To show the fulfilment of II)by {V(p)}, we assume the contrary:
qiVi(P), pVn(q) (i-1,2...) for definite peX and n. Let

A--{q, i--l, 2...}, then p e A and p{ V(q) q A}, which is a con-
tradiction. Thus we conclude the validity of this corollary by the
theorem.


